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Abstract.
It is shown that if ^ is a linear functional on a function algebra with ^(1) =1, and if <// satisfies the Jensen inequality with respect to some finite nonnegative measure, then ^ is multiplicative.
Let A be a function algebra (closed, separating subalgebra of C(A) containing the constants) on the compact space A, and let b e a nontrivial linear functional on A. We shall say that a finite, that if \p is multiplicative on A then there exists a Jensen representing measure ju for \p (i.e., p is a probability measure such that (1) holds and \f/if) =Jxfd/x,fGA).
The purpose of this note is to point out the following converse to Bishop's theorem, thereby filling a gap in the proof of Lemma 2.5.5 in [2] .
Theorem.
If ¡j, is a Jensen measure for \p, then ¡x represents a multiplicative linear functional <f> on A such that \l/=\pil)<f>. if yp is nontrivial, and from (1) we have «'1^(1)1 ge'lMI for all real t. Hence p must be a probability measure, so (2) takes the form *(/») =t(l)(fxfdp)». Set <f>(f)«*(i)~^(f), fEA. 
